Abstract. In this paper we introduce statistically «-uniformly convergent sequences in Riesz spaces (vector lattices) and then we give a characterization of «-uniformly completeness of Riesz spaces.
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Z. Ercan for each x £ X. Let X be a Riesz space, u,x € X, 0 < u and (x n ) be a sequence in X. (x n ) is said to be u-uniformly convergent to x (we write x n -> x(u)) if for each 0 < e, there exists no such that \x no+ k -x\ < eu for each k. (x n ) is called u-uniformly Cauchy sequence if for each 0 < e, there exists k such that \x n+ k -x m +k\ < fU for each n,m. X is called relatively uniformly complete if each u-uniformly Cauchy sequence is u-uniformly convergent to some x. It is obvious that each u-uniformly convergent sequence is an u-uniformly Cauchy sequence. For more detail about u-uniformly convergent sequences, we refer to [5] .
We can modify the definition of statistically convergent sequence as follows.
DEFINITION 1.
Let p > 0 be a real number and let X be a Riesz space, 0<«£l and (x n ) be a sequence in X. We say that (x n ) is p -statistical u-uniformly convergent to x if: lim ^\{k \ k < n, (|x fc -x\ -eu) + > 0}| = 0 for each 0 < e and we write x n P -+ t x(u). If p = 1 then we say that (x n ) is $t statistical u-uniformly Cauchy sequence and we write x n -> x(u). A Riesz space X is called Archimedean if 0 < x < n~ly (for each n) implies that x -0. By using the previous theorem we can prove that in an Archimedean Riesz space statistical limit is unique. Proof. Let X be an Archimedean Riesz space, x n x(u) and x n y(u). st , Then I y\ -> 0(u). Suppose that 0 < (|x -y\ -euy for some 0 < e. This implies that 0 < (|x n -x\ + \x n -y| -eu) + for each n, which is a contradiction. Hence \x -y\ < eu for each 0 < e. It implies that x -y. Conversely, suppose that 0 < x < n~ly for each n. Then xn = x x(y) and xn = x 0(y). Since the limit is unique, we get x = 0. A relation between u-uniformly convergent sequences and statistical uuniformly convergent sequences can be given as follows.
THEOREM 4. A sequence (xn) in a Riesz space X is u-uniformly convergent if and only if it is u-uniformly Cauchy sequence and statistical u-uniformly convergent.
Proof. By the definition, if (xn) is u-uniformly convergent then it is statistically u-uniformly convergent and u-uniformly Cauchy sequence. Conversely, st suppose that xn -> x(u) and (xn) is u-uniformly Cauchy sequence. Then there exists a subsequence (xnk) of (xn) such that xnk -» x(u). Indeed, there exists ri such that \{k:k< n, (\xk -x\-2 _1 u) + > 0}| < 2 _1 n so there exists n\ < r\ satisfying \xni -x\ < 2~1u. Now we can construct r2 such ni < 2r2 such that \{k:k< 3 r2, (\xk -x\ -3 _1 u) + > 0}| < r2 so n\ < 2r2 < |{A; : k < 3\xi -x\ < 3 _1, ti}|
hence there exists n\ < such that \xn2 -x\ < 3~lu. Now by induction, we can claim that there exists a subsequence (xnk) such that |Xnk ~ x\ < (k + l) _1 lt.
Since each u-uniformly Cauchy sequence which has a u-uniformly convergent subsequence is u-uniformly convergent, the proof is completed.
COROLLARY 5. In an Archimedan Riesz space X, if a sequence (xn) is increasing, and xn ^ x(u) then x = sup xn (In symbols, if xn | and xn ~> x(u) then xn | x).
Proof. Prom the proof of the above theorem we know that (xn) has a subsequence (xkn) with xkn -> x(u), so x = sup x^. Since (xn) is increasing we have x = sup xn A real sequence (xn) is called statistically Cauchy sequence if for each 0 < e there exists a positive integer n(e) such that lim \\{k : k < n,e < \xk -xn(e)|}| = 0 n->oo n ^ ' A sequence (xn) is statistically Cauchy sequence if and only if it is statistically convergent (see [ : i,j <n,e <\xi-Xj\}\ = 0 n->oo n for each 0 < e. Each statistically pre-Cauchy sequence is statistically convergent. (see [2] , Theorem 2). In Riesz space statistically pre-Cauchy sequence can be modified as follows. DEFINITION 6. Let p > 0 be a real number. A sequence (xn) in a Riesz space X is said to be statistical u-uniformly pre-Cauchy sequence ( 0 < u 6 X) if for each 0 < e,
lim -\\{(i,j)
:i,j < n, (|x» -Xj\ -eu) + > 0}| = 0 n->00 n and we say that X is p-statistical u-uniformly pre-complete if each statistical u-uniformly pre-Cauchy sequence is p-statistical u-uniformly convergent.
LEMMA 7. In a Riesz space X, each statistical u-uniformly pre-Cauchy sequence (xn) has a u-uniformly Cauchy subsequence (yk).
Proof. By induction we can construct a strictly increasing sequence (nk) of natural numbers such that ak = nk 2 -2~~krij: -nk < \Ak\, where
Ak = {(i,j) -i,j <nk,i^j
and \xi -Xj\ < 2~ku}.
As limafc = oo, it is clear that U^A^ is infinite. Let us denote
Then each Bk is finite and UnBk is infinite. Now there exists a strictly increasing sequence (rk) of natural numbers such that (ir",jrJ E BVk with irk < jrk • By taking n2k-1 = irk and n2k = jrk we get \%rii
2-rij-i-1U
for each i. Let yk = xnk. Then (yk) is a subsequence of (xn) and satisfies the inequality \yk-yk+i\ < 2~ku.
This implies that \yk -yk+i\ < 2~k +1 u, so (yk) is an «-uniformly Cauchy subsequence of (xn).
THEOREM 8. A Riesz space X is u-uniformly complete if and only if it is 2-statistical u-uniformly pre-complete.
Proof. Suppose that X is «-uniformly complete and (xn) be a statistical u-uniformly pre-Cauchy sequence. Prom the lemma (xn) has an u-uniformly for each i and it completes the proof in one direction. Conversely, suppose that X is 2-statistical u-uniformly pre-complete and (xn) be an u-uniformly Cauchy sequence. Then it is u-statistical uniformly convergent sequence, so st xn -> x(u) and there exists a subsequence (xfc n ) of (xn) with xkn -> x(u) for some x e X. Since (xn) is u-uniformly Cauchy sequence, this completes the proof.
